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For high-Tc copper-oxide superconductors possess-
ing a multi-layered crystal structure where the supercon-
ductive CuO2 planes are alternatively piled up with non-
superconductive (or blocking) layers of various types, di-
mensionality, the inter-CuO2-plane coupling, and the role 
of the blocking layer as a spacer, carrier supplier and/or 
mediator for the inter-CuO2-plane coupling have been 
discussed ever since the first report on high-Tc super-
conductivity.  It has been shown that such layered struc-
tures are classified into two categories of homologous 
series (HS), A and B.1  Category-A HS can be expressed as 
M-m2(n-1)n or MmA2Qn-1CunOm+2+2n±δ where n, the number 
of CuO2 planes in the unit cell, = 1, 2, .... (see Ref. 1 for 
other notations) Category-B HS as M-m2s2 or MmA2(Ce,R)s

Cu2Om+4+2s±δ where s, the number of cation planes be-
tween two adjacent CuO2 planes.

Recently we succeeded in synthesizing single-phase 
samples of the first four members (see Fig. 1(a)) of the 
(Cu, Mo)-12s2 homologous series with compositions given 
by (Cu0.75Mo0.25)Sr2(Ce,Y)sCu2O5+2s+δ and making them all 
superconductive through a post-synthesis high-oxygen-
pressure annealing.2  The as-air-synthesized (AS) single-
phase samples were heat-treated in a cubic-anvil-type 
high-pressure apparatus at 5 GPa and 500 oC in the pres-
ence of 33 mol-% KClO3 as an oxygen source, i.e. high-
pressure oxygenated (HPO).  Interestingly, it was found 
that upon inserting an additional (Ce,Y)-O2 cation-oxygen 
double-layer unit between two adjacent CuO2 planes, that 
is, upon increasing s, the value of Tc initially decreases from 
87 K to ~55 K, i.e., as s goes from 1 to 2, but then it remains 
constant at 55 ± 1 K for s = 2 ~ 4. (Fig. 1(b))

Then we employed X-ray absorption near-edge 
structure (XANES) spectroscopy at both Cu L2,3 and O 
K edges to probe the electronic structures of the four 
(Cu, Mo)-12s2 phases and to determine the total amount 
of doped holes and their distribution between the two 
crystallographically distinct Cu-containing layers, i.e., 
the (Cu, Mo)O1+δ charge reservoir and the CuO2 planes. 
The XANES spectra were collected at both Cu L2,3 and 
O K edges in X-ray fluorescence-yield mode at the 6-m 
HSGM beam-line of the National Synchrotron Radiation 
Research Center in Hsinchu, Taiwan; experimental de-

The hole states of homologous series, (Cu0.75Mo0.25)
Sr2(Ce,Y)sCu2O5+2s+δ for s = 1, 2, 3, and 4 were probed 
by X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) 
spectroscopy.  For s ≥ 2, unexpectedly, both the CuO2-
plane hole concentration and the value of Tc (~55 K) 
remain constant being independent of s.  The Tc value 
of superconductive copper oxides is independent of 
the distance between adjacent CuO2 planes as long 
as the hole-doping level and the immediate crystal-
chemical surrounding of the planes are kept the same.
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Fig. 1: (a): Schematic structure of the (Cu, Mo)-12s2 phase, and (b): supercon-
ductivity transition temperature Tc and copper-valence V(Cu) as deter-
mined from XANES data with respect to the number of cation layers s 
between adjacent CuO2 planes. 

Fig. 1: (a): Cu L2,3-edge XANES spectra and (b): O K-edge XANES spectra, for the 
HPO samples of the four (Cu, Mo)-12s2 phases.
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tails are reported elsewhere.3  The 
recorded spectra were corrected 
for the energy dependent incident 
photon intensity as well as for self-
absorption effects, and normalized 
to the tabulated standard absorp-
tion cross sections.  The Cu L2,3-edge 
measurements were carried out for 
both the AS and HPO samples; Fig. 
2(a) displays the spectra for the HPO 
samples.  The Cu L3 area has been 
commonly used to estimate the 
average valence of copper in super-
conductive copper oxides: the nar-
row peak centered about 931.2 eV 
is due to divalent copper, CuII (i.e., 
transitions from the Cu(2p3/2)3d9 
ground state to the Cu(2p3/2)-13d10 
excited state, where (2p3/2)

-1 denotes 
a 2p3/2 hole) and its high-energy 
shoulder about 932.4 eV is due to tri-
valent copper states, CuIII (i.e., transi-
tions from the Cu(2p3/2)3d9L ground 
state into the Cu(2p3/2)-13d10L excited 
state, where L denotes a ligand hole 
in the O 2p orbital).  Utilizing the 
integrated intensities of the two 
peaks, I(CuII) and I(CuIII), the average 
valence of copper was calculated 
as: V(Cu) = 2 + I(CuIII) / [I(CuII) + I(CuIII)].  
The results are given in Table 1.

Only the s = 1 sample was possi-
bly analyzed for the oxygen content 
with a wet-chemical method: iodo-
metric titration revealed the amount 
of excess oxygen at δ  = 0.21(2) 
and consequently a copper oxida-
tion state, V(Cu), of 2.15 (assuming 
MoVI), which is in good agreement 
with the value of 2.16 determined 
by XANES for the same sample  
(Table 1).  The V(Cu) values of the 
HPO samples were found to be 
significantly higher than those of 
the corresponding AS samples.  
In accordance with the Tc value 

change with respect to s (Fig. 1(b)), 
the V(Cu) values of the s = 2, 3 and 
4 HPO-treated samples are nearly 
identical being at 2.25 ± 0.01, while 
that of the s = 1 sample is higher 
than that being at 2.46, which indi-
cates that the HPO-treated (Cu, Mo)-
1212 sample is doped with holes 
more strongly than similarly HPO-
treated samples of the higher-s 
members of the same (Cu, Mo)-12s2 
homologous series.

Since the Cu L-edge XANES 
data do not differentiate the two 
types of Cu-containing layers in 
the (Cu,Mo)-12s2 phase, i.e., the 
(Cu,Mo)O1+δ charge reservoir and 
the CuO2 plane, employed was O 
K-edge XANES spectroscopy to 
distinguish the CuO2-plane hole 
state from that of the (Cu,Mo)O1+δ 
charge reservoir.  O K-edge spectra 
were collected for the HPO-treated 
samples (see Fig. 2(b)).   The broad 
peak slightly below 530 eV is due to 
transitions into the upper Hubbard 
band (predominantly formed by the 
hybridization in the ground state 
of the Cu3d9 and Cu3d10L states) 
and the peak with a maximum at 
~528.3 eV is due to the excitations 
of O 1s electrons to O 2p holes lo-
cated in the CuO2 planes.4  Then, 
with increasing s (i.e., increasing 
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Ce content) a shoulder grows on the higher-energy 
side of the UHB peak about 530 eV, which originates 
most likely from Ce 5d and/or Ce 4f  states hybridized 
with O 2p states.  Partly overlapping with the 528.3-eV 
peak, the fourth peak is discerned at ~527.5 eV. Tak-
ing an analogy to the case of the CuBa2YCu2O7-δ (or Cu-
1212) phase,4 we here assign the 527.5-eV peak to the 
hole states in the (Cu,Mo)O1+δ charge-reservoir block. 
Now assuming the integrated intensities, I(527.5) and 
I(528.3), for the 527.5-eV and 528.3-eV are proportional 
to the relative hole concentrations of the (Cu,Mo)O1+δ 
charge reservoir and the two CuO2 planes, respectively, 
an estimate for the CuO2-plane hole concentration may 
be obtained as: p(CuO2) = ptot

 x {0.5 I(528.3) / [I(528.3) 

+ I(527.5)]}, where the ratio, 0.5 I (528.3) / [I(528.3) + I
(527.5)], defines the share of one CuO2 plane of the total 
hole content, ptot, which is estimated on the basis of the 
Cu L3-edge XANES data as: ptot

 = (0.75 + 2.00) x [V(Cu) - 2].  
The p(CuO2) values obtained for the four HPO samples 
are given in Table 1.  The absolute values ranging from 
0.26 to 0.53 look too high, but the relative comparison 
among the four phases is possible in a rather more accu-
rate way.  Finally, our recent neutron powder diffraction 
analyses5 revealed that in the s = 2, 3, 4 phases the com-
mon three-layer unit of SrO-CuO2-(Ce,Y) is essentially 
identical in regards to both the cation composition (i.e., 
Ce/Y ratio) and the Cu-O bond lengths (whereas the s = 1 
phase is clearly different).

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the simi-
larly synthesized and oxygenated s = 2, 3 and 4 members 
of the (Cu,Mo)-12s2 homologous series of superconduc-
tive copper oxides are essentially identical in regards to 
the total hole-doping level [i.e., ptot = V(Cu) - 2], the CuO2-

plane hole concentration [i.e., p(CuO2)] 
and the value of Tc, whereas the first 
member of the series (with s  =  1) 
is different, being more heavily hole-
doped and possessing a higher Tc.  
Thus revealed facts indicate that the 
Tc value of a high-Tc superconductive 
copper oxide is independent of the dis-
tance between adjacent CuO2 planes 
as long as their hole-doping level and 
immediate chemical surrounding re-
main unchanged.  
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Table 1: The Tc values, and the average-valence values of copper [V(Cu)] 
and the CuO2-plane hole concentration [p(CuO2)] as respectively 
estimated on the bases of Cu L2,3-edge and O K-edge data, for the 
(Cu,Mo)-12s2 phases.  The V(Cu) values were determined for both 
AS and HPO samples, the p(CuO2) values were only for the super-
conductive HPO samples.

Phase V(Cu): AS V(Cu): HPO p(CuO2): HPO Tc [K]

s = 1 2.16* 2.46 0.53 87

s = 2 2.13 2.24 0.28 56

s = 3 2.14 2.25 0.26 54.5

s = 4 2.14 2.26 0.27 55.5

 *Iodometric titration gives a value of 2.15 for the same sample.
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